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Different fuels are used in Brazil and there is little knowledge about the presence of organic and 
inorganic acids in the atmosphere of the Brazilian cities. HNO3, HCl, HCOOH and CH3COOH were 
sampled in the gas phase using passive samplers and thermodiffusion system, in which the H2SO4 
particulate was also sampled, in five sites of Salvador. Ion chromatography analyses showed that 
the organic and inorganic acids measured contributed on average with 89 and 11%, respectively, 
to the acidity of the city’s atmosphere. The strong correlations between HCOOH, CH3COOH and 
HCl with CO and NO2 indicated a common source for these compounds, predominantly from 
vehicular emissions. H2SO4 showed strong correlations with PM10 (particulate matter 10 µm or 
less in diameter) and with its precursor SO2; and HNO3 with NO2 and NO precursors. Most of the 
compounds presented negative correlations with meteorological parameters. Principal component 
analysis (PCA) and hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) confirmed these observations. The ratios 
[HCOOH] / [CH3COOH] varied between 0.69-1.9, typical of urban areas.

Keywords: formic acid, acetic acid, hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, particulate sulfuric acid, 
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Introduction

Air pollution has been considered the main environmental 
degradation agent of the planet. The major air pollution 
problems arise from the release of gases and particles into 
the atmosphere, and the main sources are vehicles and 
industrial activities. The magnitude of the impact on air 
quality depends on the prevailing weather conditions, which 
is responsible for the transportation, transformation and 
dispersion of the emitted pollutants, as well as the possible 
occurrence of critical situations of air pollution. The action 
of pollutants is further aggravated when weather conditions 
are unfavorable to their dispersion in the atmosphere.1,2

One of the most subtle problems related to the air quality 
degradation is the presence of acids in the atmosphere, 
which can be transported and deposited by dry or wet 
processes, mainly by rain, producing one of the most 
well-known phenomena in terms of atmospheric pollution: 
acid rain. Until recently, the studies only considered the 
inorganic acids (sulfuric, nitric and hydrochloric acids) 
and their precursors (sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides) 

as the main cause for atmospheric acidity. In contrast, 
organic acids, mainly formic and acetic, have been poorly 
investigated. Nevertheless, it is estimated that 16 to 35% 
of the free acidity in rainwater in urban environments 
and 65% in remote areas are due to the presence of these 
compounds.3

Formic and acetic acids are the most abundant 
low molecular weight carboxylic acids in the global 
troposphere. They can either be emitted by direct sources 
such as vehicular exhaust emissions, biomass burning, 
biofuel, fossil fuel and vegetation, or be formed in the 
atmosphere by photochemical reactions. These acids are 
considered ubiquitous components in the troposphere and 
are found in aqueous and gaseous phases, as well as in 
atmospheric particles.4

In the atmosphere, the gas-gas interactions (called 
homogeneous reactions in the gas phase), the reactions 
occurring in aqueous phase with or without the presence 
of catalysts, as well as the reactions on solid surfaces, 
may all be responsible for the oxidation of sulfur dioxide 
into sulfuric acid and sulfate salts. The latter are more 
stable in the troposphere, thus they are more susceptible 
to be incorporated into solid or liquid aerosol particles, 
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being easily removed from the atmosphere by physical 
processes of wet and dry deposition, contributing to the 
acidification of the precipitation. Also, they can act as cloud 
condensation nuclei with possible climatic consequences.2

The reaction between the hydroxyl radical (HO•) 
and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is the main process of NOx 
(= NO + NO2) loss during the day and it is important for 
the formation of nitric acid (HNO3) in urban areas with high 
concentrations of NO2. This reaction is fast enough to form 
significant amounts of HNO3 during the day, especially in 
polluted areas. The formation and subsequent hydrolysis of 
dinitrogen pentoxide (N2O5) on moist surfaces, including 
aerosols, also gives a significant contribution to the 
formation of HNO3 in the atmosphere at night in both local 
and global scales.2,5

Hydrochloric acid (HCl) is produced mainly by the 
incineration of industrial waste and the burning of coal and 
fossil fuels containing chlorine. It may also be generated 
naturally through atmosphere reactions of other acids such 
as sulfuric and nitric acids with the sodium chloride (NaCl) 
of the marine aerosol.6

Since the late 1980s in Brazil, regulations on vehicle 
emissions have been adopted through the Vehicle Air 
Pollution Control Program (PROCONVE)7 and there have 
been improvements in fuel quality. However, the increase 
in the vehicle fleet in circulation due to the low-quality 
public transportation systems in the great urban centers 
has intensified the traffic in these places, resulting in 
environmental degradation, mainly caused by air pollution. 
The Brazilian fuel matrix is different from other countries 
in the world due to the use of various fuels, including 
compressed natural gas (CNG), diesel with 10% biodiesel, 
hydrated ethanol and a mix of gasoline with 25-27% of 
anhydrous ethyl alcohol, which is called gasohol.8,9

Organic acids can be emitted to the atmosphere as a 
consequence of the incomplete combustion of fuels as well 
as by the use of additives in vehicles. Moreover, these, and 
also inorganic acids, can be formed by reactions in the 
atmosphere, contributing to the degradation of air quality. 
However, in Brazilian states, there is little knowledge about 
the presence of inorganic and organic acids. It was only in 
the state of São Paulo that some studies were carried out 
aiming to determine the concentrations of organic acids in 
the atmosphere.10-12 In the state of Bahia, some studies were 
carried out by a group of the Laboratory of Environmental 
Analytical Chemistry (LAQUAM) of the University Federal 
of Bahia (UFBA) in some municipalities of the Recôncavo 
Baiano, to evaluate the spatial distribution of inorganic 
acids (nitric, hydrochloric and sulfuric) in the atmosphere 
of this region, in the rainy and dry periods of 1994, 1995, 
2008 and 2010.13,14

In atmospheric monitoring, the determination of 
pollutant concentrations can be performed by two types 
of sampling methods: active and passive. In the active 
sampling, the air is sucked into the sampling device with the 
aid of a vacuum pump, measuring the air volume or sampling 
rate. Passive sampling is based on physical processes, such 
as diffusion and permeation, without involving the forced 
movement of the air through the sampler. The application of 
passive samplers, when compared to the active techniques, 
has the advantages of: being simple, low cost, small and 
portable; allowing simultaneous sampling in wide areas; not 
requiring electricity nor measurements of the volume of air 
sampled; and giving the results in the form of time-weighted 
average concentration. These characteristics make these 
samplers suitable for air monitoring applications in indoor 
and outdoor environments, including urban areas.13,15,16

It is possible to collect strong inorganic (HCl and HNO3) 
and organic acids (formic and acetic) using the passive 
sampling because they are all gases. However, sulfuric 
acid (H2SO4), which is present in the atmosphere in the 
particulate phase (< 2 µm), is only suitably sampled by 
active methods based, for example, on thermodiffusion.2,13

In Salvador, with about 3 million inhabitants and a 
fleet of more than 800,000 vehicles, no study has been 
carried out previously to assess the levels of acids in the 
atmosphere of the city. Thus, this study aimed to determine 
the concentrations of strong inorganic acids and low 
molecular weight organic acids present in the atmosphere 
of the city of Salvador, Brazil, and evaluate the correlations 
between the studied acids, criteria air pollutants and 
meteorological parameters, as well as the relationships 
among the sampling sites.

Experimental

Sampling

Description of the study area: Salvador-BA, Brazil
Salvador, the capital of the state of Bahia, located in the 

northeast coast of Brazil (12°58’16” S and 38°30’39” W), 
has a humid tropical climate, high relative humidity, and 
an annual average temperature of around 25 °C. The low-
altitudes topographical distribution, associated with small 
thermal variations, allows the penetration of trade winds 
(northeast, southeast and east) to the interior of the city, 
which favors a good dispersion of atmospheric pollutants. 
The city receives little influence of industrial emissions, 
being an urban area that is impacted mainly by vehicular 
emissions.

The samplings were carried out in five sites during two 
different periods of 2014, May/July (rainy season) and 
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November/December (dry season), to evaluate the seasonal 
effects on the concentration distribution of the studied 
compounds. They are, in descending order of vehicular 
flow (number of vehicles per day): (A) Paralela, (B) Rio 
Vermelho, (C) Barros Reis, (D) Pirajá and (E) Campo Grande 
(Figure S1, Supplementary Information (SI) section). The 
five sites are potentially impacted by vehicular emissions. 
However, the sites C and D have intense flow of heavy 
vehicles and the sites B and E have intense traffic of public 
transportation (buses). Site A has intense flow of light 
vehicles with vehicular flow (295,446 vehicles per day) 7 
and 26 times greater than sites B and E, respectively.16,17

Description of the passive sampler
The passive sampler used in this study for the sampling 

of HNO3, HCl, formic acid (HCOOH) and acetic acid 
(CH3COOH) (Figure 1) consists of a cylindrical body 
made of polyethylene (12 mm length and 21 mm internal 
diameter) sealed at the bottom, containing a Teflon 
membrane (Millipore, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), 
0.5 µm pore and 25 mm diameter) in the air inlet to 
minimize the particulate matter interference, and a 
stainless steel mesh (thread diameter 0.08 mm and mesh 
size 0.125 mm) to minimize air turbulence effects and for 
membrane protection. After the diffusion layer, there is a 
cellulose filter impregnated with reagent specific to fixate 
the diffused gas through the sampler.18,19

In the preparation of passive samplers for exposure, 
cellulose filters, that were previously washed three times 
with deionized water in ultrasonic bath, were immersed 
in the impregnation solution, then in water, as well as in 
ethanol for 15 min each, and then dried in an oven at 50 °C.

All parts of the samplers and polyethylene containers 
(100 mL capacity) used for transport and storage were 
also washed with 2% neutral Extran, rinsed with deionized 
water, immersed in ethanol for 15 min and then dried. For 
the impregnating of the filters, aliquots of 200 µL of the 

absorbing solution (0.7 mol L-1 triethanolamine + 1.0 mol L-1 
glycerol) were added with a micropipette. The filters were 
dried in a desiccator containing silica gel for 48 h. The 
samplers were then mounted, sealed with a flexible film 
to prevent contamination and placed in small polyethylene 
containers, stored in plastic bags, and finally sent to sampling.

The passive samplers were exposed for two week 
periods in 5 different sites of the city of Salvador, fixed to 
a support plate at a minimum height of 2 m and at least 
1 m away from buildings, trees or other obstructions. After 
the exposure period, the samplers were sealed, taken to the 
laboratory and subsequently analyzed. The definition of 
which distribution passive samplers to use to characterize 
the atmosphere of the city of Salvador was determined by 
factors such as vehicle fleet, local safety and proximity to 
the air quality monitoring network stations.

To determine whether there was contamination during 
preparation, transport or analysis, two samplers of each 
type were used as field blanks, fully sealed, following the 
same trajectory of the exposed passive samplers, i.e., they 
were transported to the sampling sites, returning to the lab 
after the sampling period, without exposure.

Description of the thermodiffusion system
The thermodiffusion system (Figure 1) is composed 

of a virtual impactor at the entrance, two diffusion tubes 
of 90 cm × 6 mm each, coated with 1.0 × 10-2 mol L-1 
sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) connected in series, with a 
30 cm diffusion tube also coated with sodium carbonate 
as trap for some sulfur compounds, and a filter holder to 
collect the fine particles in a membrane. A heating system 
maintained the temperature of the second diffusion tube 
at 140 °C, where H2SO4 was sampled. With a flow rate 
of 138 L h-1, the air is introduced in the system, and the 
particles with aerodynamic diameter greater than 2.5 µm 
are separated by the Teflon virtual impactor (18 L h-1) and 
collected in a 37 mm nuclepore filter with 0.2 µm pore size. 
As significant losses can occur in this impactor, this filter is 
discarded. The air containing gaseous species and particles 
below 2.5 µm is introduced in the diffusion tubes with a flow 
rate of 120 L h-1. Formic, acetic, nitric and hydrochloric 
acids were fixed on the walls of the first diffusion tube. The 
sulfuric acid droplets (< 2.0 µm), thermally unstable, were 
collected on the wall of the heated tube. At the end of the 
air stream, a membrane filter collected the fine particles, 
the thermically stable nitrogen compounds.13

Analyses and quality control

After the exposure of the passive samplers, the 
analytes fixed in impregnated filters were extracted with 

Figure 1. Passive sampler and thermodiffusion system used in this study.
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1.5 mL of deionized water in unheated ultrasonic bath, 
followed by centrifugation for 5 min in microcentrifuge 
at 13,500 rpm. The anions of the acids were determined 
by ion chromatography with conductivity detection. The 
operating conditions used for determination of the organic 
and inorganic acids, respectively, were: anion separation 
column Dionex IonPac AS11 (250 × 4.0 mm), eluent 
Na2B4O7.10H2O, 2.5 mmol L-1, flow 0.6 mL min-1; and anion 
separation column Dionex IonPac AS14 (250 × 4.0 mm), 
eluent 3.0 mmol L-1 Na2CO3/0.5 mmol L-1 NaHCO3, flow 
1.0 mL min-1. The ion suppresser Altech DS-PLUS was 
used in both cases. The analysis was controlled with 
samples of artificial rain reference (ERMCA 408, Sigma-
Aldrich) containing most of the analytes.

Comparison of organic acids measurements in the 
atmosphere using passive and active sampling

Measurements of organic acids in the atmosphere using 
diffusion tubes under the conditions of this work are not 
reported in the literature, and to ensure the efficiency of 
these types of sampling, two techniques were compared 
simultaneously, using different reagents: passive sampler 
using impregnated filters with 0.7 mol L-1 triethanolamine 
+ 1.0 mol L-1 glycerol and denuder tube coated with 
1.0 × 10-2 mol L-1 Na2CO3.

Criteria air pollutants and meteorological parameters

Data of the average concentrations of criteria air 
pollutants (CO, carbon monoxide; NO2, nitrogen dioxide; 
SO2, sulfur dioxide; O3, ozone; and PM10, particulate 
matter 10 µm or less in diameter), of NO (nitrogen 
monoxide) also monitored and the mean values of 
meteorological parameters in each sampling period were 
supplied by the Environmental Protection Company 
(CETREL), responsible for the operation of the air quality 
monitoring network stations, located next (ca. 2 m) to 
the five sampling sites (Campo Grande, Rio Vermelho, 
Paralela, Barros Reis and Pirajá) chosen in this study. 
Met One’s multi-parameter sensors were used for wind 
speed, temperature, relative humidity and precipitation. 
All criteria air pollutants were determined using automatic 
analyzers (Environnement SA).

Statistical analysis

The evaluation of possible correlations between 
the determined acids concentrations, meteorological 
parameters and criteria air pollutants concentrations was 
made using principal component analysis (PCA) and 

hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) with the Statistica 7.0 
software,20 and the linear correlation matrix (Pearson).

Results and Discussion

Validation of the passive sampler by comparison of the 
measurements of acids in the atmosphere using passive 
and active sampling

The validation of the passive samplers for CH3COOH, 
CHOOH, HCl and HNO3 using impregnated filters 
with 0.7 mol L-1 triethanolamine + 1.0 mol L-1 glycerol 
was performed exposing them simultaneously with a 
thermodiffusion system using diffusion tubes coated with 
1.0 × 10-2 mol L-1 Na2CO3 solution and comparing the 
results of the average concentrations obtained, considering 
the active method as reference.

The accuracy of the measurements using the passive 
sampler, based on the relative error percentage, and the 
precision expressed as variation coefficient for each set 
of three passive samplers were determined. The average 
accuracy (15 to 18%) of these measurements were within 
the recommended limit by the European Union21 (± 25%) 
for this type of device, and the values of average precision 
(16 to 19%) were less than the 20% (Table 1) usually 
found in the literature.19,22 Statistical analysis of the data 
was performed using the F-test to quantify the accuracy 
of the methods and the paired t-test to evaluate differences 
between the averages. The results showed no significant 
difference between the average concentrations obtained 
by the two methods (Table 1).

Concentrations of organic and inorganic acids in the city 
of Salvador

The results of the measurements of acids in the gas 
phase in five sites of the city of Salvador with passive 
samplers for periods of two weeks in rainy and dry 
seasons are presented in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively. 
During the dry period, the concentrations ranges obtained 
were: 0.48-8.64 µg m-3 for CH3COOH, 0.90-5.92 µg m-3 
for HCOOH, 0.42-0.95 µg m-3 for HCl, 0.10-0.87 µg m-3 
for HNO3. In the rainy period, the concentrations 
ranges found were: 2.70-8.17 µg m-3 for CH3COOH, 
2.52-6.20 µg m-3 for HCOOH, 0.45-0.85 µg m-3 for HCl 
and 0.13-0.27 µg m-3 for HNO3. The H2SO4, which is 
incorporated to the atmospheric particulate matter, was 
measured with the thermodiffusion system only in the 
rainy season, due to problems related to the equipment 
operation, and it presented the concentration range 
between 0.20 and 0.30 µg m-3.
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Figure 2 shows that in all sampling sites, the organic 
acids (acetic and formic) presented the highest concentration 
levels when compared with inorganic acids, demonstrating 
the importance of these acids in the atmosphere of this city. 
In addition, the concentrations of acetic acid are higher 
than that of formic acid, confirming the contribution of 
the emission from the diesel with biodiesel, hydrated 
ethanol and gasohol fueled vehicles, agreeing with other 
works carried out in Brazil.8,12,23 Considering the five acids 
measured in this study, it was estimated that the two organic 
acids contributed, on average, to 89% of the acidity of the 
city’s atmosphere (acetic acid with 48% and formic acid 
41%). The inorganic acids contributed, on average, as 
follows: hydrochloric acid, 6.5%; sulfuric acid, 2.6% and 
nitric acid, 1.9%.

The Brazilian environmental legislation,24 that deals 
with the ambient air pollution, does not define standards for 
acids compounds as many other countries do. Thus, in this 
study, the acids concentrations found in the city of Salvador 
were compared with the limits established by the Ontario 
Ministry of the Environment25 and it was verified that the 

concentration levels found are far below these limits (at 
least 20 times smaller).

The highest organic acids concentrations were found in 
the Barros Reis sampling site, an important flow corridor of 
the city’s road system with intense flow of heavy vehicles 
using diesel with addition of biodiesel. This avenue is an 
access road to several neighborhoods of the city of Salvador 
and an exit to one of the main federal highways in the state 
of Bahia (BR-324). Another aspect that corroborates the 
concentrations found in this site is its topography; it is a 
valley, which concentrates the emissions and hinders the 
dispersion of atmospheric pollutants. Similar organic acids 
concentrations were found in Pirajá, which also has intense 
heavy vehicles traffic since it is situated close to BR-324, 
and it hosts an important bus station (Pirajá transhipment 
station).

Rio Vermelho, which receives intense traffic of public 
transportation (buses) as it links two important avenues 
of the city, is a region that is influenced by sea salt 
emissions, which accounts for the higher concentrations 
of hydrochloric acid compared to other sampling sites, 

Table 1. Evaluation of the passive sampler for acetic, formic, hydrochloric and nitric acids by comparison with measurements of these acids in the 
atmosphere using active sampling

Variable
CH3COOH CHOOH HCl HNO3

PS TS PS TS PS TS PS TS

Average concentration / (µg m-3) 4.8 4.3 4.4 3.9 0.7 0.6 0.20 0.19

Variance (S2) 5.2 4.7 2.8 2.7 3.0 × 10-2 4.4 × 10-2 3.0 × 10-3 1.0 × 10-3

Variation coefficient / % 15.7 – 16.6 – 19.4 – 16.9 –

Relative error / % 17.9 14.8 15.9 15.0

F 1.12 1.03 1.50 2.50

Fcritical 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05

t 0.30 0.50 0.10 0.48

tcritical 2.31 2.31 2.31 2.31

PS: passive sampler; TS: thermodiffusion system.

Figure 2. Average concentrations of organic and inorganic acids in the city of Salvador, in (a) rainy (*average concentrations obtained by thermodiffusion 
system) and (b) dry seasons.
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probably due to the formation through reactions of 
precursors or other inorganic acids with the NaCl of the 
marine spray.

In the Paralela site, it was observed, in general, that the 
measured acids concentrations were lower when compared 
to most sites, even though this avenue has the highest 
flow of light vehicles using mainly gasohol and hydrated 
ethanol compared with the other avenues of the city of 
Salvador. The justification for this fact can be related to 
the extensive coverage of Atlantic Forest present along 
this avenue, which probably captures gaseous pollutants.26 
In addition, the topography of the site favors atmospheric 
dispersion, since it is a flat area with constant ventilation. In 
the Campo Grande site, low acids concentrations were also 
found, which is likely to be related to the lower vehicular 
traffic when compared to other areas where this study was 
carried out.

Influence of meteorological parameters

Salvador is a city with a tropical climate and it presents 
two well defined precipitation periods: rainy (April to 
August) and dry (September to March). However, seasonal 
variations of temperatures are not very expressive, with 
an average of ca. 24 and 27 °C in the rainy and dry 
periods, respectively. Figure S2 (SI section) shows the 
meteorological characteristics of the sites of this study: 
wind roses constructed using WRPLOT View software,27 
average temperatures and precipitation for each sampling 
site in the two sampling periods.

The concentrations of the acids measured in this study 
showed a small variation in the two periods in most of the 
sampled sites except for Paralela (site A), which presented a 

considerable decrease in the concentrations of these acids in 
the dry period. This can be justified by observing Figure S2 
(SI section), which shows a great similarity between the 
system of winds at the sampling sites for the two periods 
(predominantly southeastern), only varying the intensity 
of the winds, except for that referring to the Paralela site 
in the dry period, which receives masses of air practically 
coming from the ocean.

Comparison between levels of acids in the urban 
atmosphere of Salvador and other sites

Comparing the concentrations of the acids found in this 
study with those obtained in urban areas of other brazilian 
cities10,11,13,14,28 and in other parts of the world22,29,30 (Table 2), it 
is possible to observe that the concentrations are in the same 
order of magnitude and the variations between the results 
can be attributed to the differences in the composition of the 
fuels used, traffic intensity in the different regions, as well as 
the influence of seasonal local and/or meteorological factors.

Characterization of emission sources

The results found for the ratios of the formic and acetic 
acids concentrations (F/A) are presented in Table 3 and 
they were used to suggest the origin of these acids in the 
atmosphere of the city of Salvador.

Ratios greater than 1 show the predominance in the 
formation of organic acids in situ by photochemical 
reactions. Ratios lower than 1 are indicative of direct 
emissions of these compounds, which is typical of Brazilian 
cities where the use of oxygenated fuels, especially 
hydrated ethanol and gasohol, is intense.10-12

Table 2. Organic and inorganic acids concentrations reported in urban atmosphere of other localities compared to this study

Site
Acid concentration / (µg m-3)

Reference
HCOOH H3CCOOH HCl HNO3 H2SO4

Salvador (Brazil) 0.90-6.2 0.48-8.6 0.42-0.95 0.10-0.87 0.20-0.30 this study

São Paulo (Brazil) 1.1-36 0.20-26 ND ND ND 10

São Paulo (Brazil) 1.1-18 1.2-20 ND ND ND 11

Camaçari (Brazil) ND ND 0.4-0.56 0.010-0.20 0.10-1.70 13

Madre Deus (Brazil) ND ND 0.30-0.60 0.010-0.18 0.10-1.3 13

Candeias (Brazil) ND ND 0.60-0.70 0.12-0.20 0.090-0.10 14

Dias D’Ávila (Brazil) ND ND 0.30-3.9 0.040-0.64 0.020-0.12 14

Southern Region (Vietnam) 5.4-16 5.5-21 0.15-0.21 0.67-3.2 ND 22

Araraquara (Brazil) 2.3-36 0.20-13 0.10-1.9 0.10-5.4 ND 28

Copenhagen (Denmark) 0.56-2.8 0.98-6.9 ND ND ND 29

Brussels (Belgium) 1.7-16 3.2-20 ND ND ND 29

Philadelphia (USA) 0.5-43 0.7-28 ND ND ND 30

ND: not determined.
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The data shown in Table 3 suggest that organic acids 
were emitted directly to the atmosphere in most studied sites 
in the city of Salvador, except for Paralela in the dry season 
and Rio Vermelho in both periods, where the formation by 
photochemical processes seems to be more favored. Similar 
reasons were found in São Paulo with values in the range 
of 0.9-1.8.11,12 For Salvador, as well as other urban centers 
in the country, these emissions are directly related to the 
vehicle fleet that has grown considerably over the years.

Comparing the F/A ratios found in this study with 
the ratios between formaldehyde and acetaldehyde 
concentrations (FA/AA), which are precursors of these 
organic acids, found in a previous study16 carried out at 
about the same time and also in the city of Salvador, it was 
verified that in sites with significant influence of public 
transport (buses), such as Rio Vermelho and Campo Grande, 
and heavy vehicles, such as Barros Reis and Pirajá, the FA/
AA ratios were predominantly smaller than 1. The reason 
for this is that the addition of biodiesel to the diesel in these 
types of vehicles increases the emissions of acetaldehyde 
into the atmosphere.8,31,32

In addition, when compounds are derived from a 
common emission source, the average compositions of 
these compounds is expected to be maintained over time 
and thus, these compounds should have concentrations that 
are linearly correlated among them.12,22 Figure 3 shows 
the correlations between the organic acids concentrations 
studied in both rainy and dry periods. This figure shows that 
there is a good correlation between the formic and acetic 
acids concentrations for both periods. This is a indicative 
that these acids are emitted predominantly from the same 
emission source, which in the case of Salvador should 
predominantly be from the vehicular fleet.

Multivariate analysis

PCA and HCA were applied to the data matrices 
obtained in the five sampling sites using Statistica 

software,20 aiming to identify correlations between the 
determined acids concentrations, criteria air pollutants 
concentrations (PM10, CO, NO2, SO2 and O3) and 
meteorological parameters (temperature, relative humidity, 
wind speed and precipitation), as well as to determine the 
relationships between the sites used for the samplings in the 
city of Salvador. Graphs of loadings and scores involving 
the first two principal components (Figures 4a and 4b) 
were constructed for the PCA. The sampling sites were 
identified as follows: Campo Grande (CGD), Rio Vermelho 
(RIV), Paralela (PAR), Barros Reis (BAR) and Pirajá (PIR). 
The indices 1 and 2 were used to define the rainy and dry 
seasons, respectively.

In Figure 4a, it can be seen that, for formic and acetic 
acids, there is a formation of acute angles between them, 
which indicates a strong correlation.33 This, coupled with 
their strong correlation with CO, is an indicative that these 
acids are predominantly emitted by the vehicle fleet, since 
CO is used as an indicator for this type of emission in urban 
areas.34,35 It is also possible to verify that in addition to CO, 
other air pollutants (PM10, NO2, NO), with the exception of 
ozone, also presented similarities with these acids, confirming 
that the organic acids are not produced significantly by 
photochemical reactions,36 but rather emitted directly by 
the vehicle fleet of the city of Salvador. For sulfuric acid, a 
strong correlation with the particulate material is observed, 
since the physical form of this acid in the atmosphere is as 
fine particles in suspension (aerodynamic diameter < 2 µm);13 
moreover, the correlation with SO2, which is a precursor in 
the formation of this acid in the atmosphere, is also verified.

For meteorological parameters such as precipitation, 
relative humidity and temperature, it is possible to observe 
negative correlations with most of the pollutants, indicating 
the influence of these parameters on washing processes to 
remove pollutants in the atmosphere.37

Figure 4b shows the similarities of the sampling sites 
and it helps to elucidate possible trends related to these sites 

Table 3. Ratios between the formic and acetic acids concentrations (F/A) 
in rainy and dry periods in the city of Salvador

Sampling site
F/A

Rainy period Dry period

Campo Grande 0.93 0.82

Paralela 0.97 1.9

Rio Vermelho 1.1 1.0

Pirajá 0.97 0.88

Barros Reis 0.76 0.69

F/A < 1: direct emission of carboxylic acids; F/A > 1: in situ formation 
of photochemical processes. Figure 3. Correlations obtained between the acetic and formic acids 

concentrations.
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or sampling periods through the formation of some groups. 
Two groups of samples collected in rainy and dry seasons 
are highlighted: Paralela and Campo Grande, respectively. 
These groups presented similarity between themselves, with 
lower concentrations of CH3COOH, HCOOH, HCl and 
HNO3. The groups formed by the samples collected in Rio 
Vermelho and Pirajá in rainy and dry periods had relatively 
similar concentrations of all acids, as well as similarities in 
meteorological parameters such as wind speed, temperature 
and relative humidity. Figure 4b also shows that the samples 
collected in the two periods at the Barros Reis site presented 
similarity in the positive scores in relation to the first main 
component. This indicates a strong positive correlation, since 
the highest organic acids concentrations, as well as high 
NO2, NO, CO concentrations, were found in this place in 
both sampling periods, sometimes reaching twice as much 
the amounts observed in the other sites.

As previously stated, the city of Salvador presents a 
precipitation profile with rainy and dry periods. This profile 
is clearly confirmed by the formation of two main groups 
separated by the horizontal axis, where in the upper part 
the sampling sites are concentrated in the rainy season, and 
in the lower part in the dry period (Figure 4b).

A very similar behavior of the variables under study can 
also be verified through the application of the HCA, and its 
result is presented in a dendrogram form (Figure 5). The 
grouping of the data was performed using the Ward method, 
and the metric used to calculate the degree of similarity was 
1-Pearson’s R distance.33

According to the Figure 5a dendrogram, it is possible 
to confirm that acetic and formic acids present well-
established linear correlations (high degree of similarity), 
since they have a small 1-Pearson’s distance, signaling that 
they come from the same emission source. The formation of 

Figure 4. (a) Graph of loadings and (b) graph of the scores of PC1 versus PC2 obtained from all variables of this study. WS: wind speed; T: temperature; 
RH: relative humidity; PPT: precipitation.

Figure 5. Dendrograms obtained by HCA for: (a) four meteorological parameters, six criteria pollutants and five measured acids; and (b) five sampling 
sites in rainy and dry periods in Salvador. WS: wind speed; T: temperature; RH: relative humidity; PPT: precipitation.
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a group with sulfuric acid and the particulate material is also 
observed, confirming the similarities previously suggested.

Figure 5b shows the dendrogram that relates the 
locations where the samplings were performed. This 
dendogram confirms the formation of the groups 
discussed previously, showing the groupings of the sites 
chosen for sampling based on the similarities of the 
pollutants concentrations, as well as the behavior of the 
meteorological parameters in the two sampling periods. 
The similarities presented in this dendrogram reaffirm the 
discussions made for the graph of the scores obtained for 
sites sampling (Figure 4b).

Correlation of the studied acids, criteria air pollutants and 
meteorological parameters

One linear correlation matrix (Pearson) was constructed 
with the data of the studied acids, criteria air pollutants and 
meteorological parameters, to confirm previously proposed 
relationships in the multivariate analysis. The results of the 
correlation analysis are summarized in Table 4.

The data shown confirm that the organic acids present 
a very strong correlation with each other, showing that 
they come from a common source. In addition, both have 
positive correlations ranging from strong to very strong 
with pollutants from vehicle emissions such as CO, NO, 
NO2 and SO2. It was possible to confirm strong correlations 
with PM10 and SO2 for H2SO4, because this acid is in 
the form of fine particles in the atmosphere, and SO2 is 
a precursor in its formation. For HNO3, the very strong 

correlations with NO and NO2 shows that these compounds, 
emitted predominantly from the vehicular fleet of the city 
of Salvador, are precursors in the formation of this acid 
in the atmosphere. It is also possible to observe that all 
studied acids have negative correlations with temperature 
and relative humidity, confirming the influence of these 
parameters to the removal of acids from the atmosphere.

Conclusions

This study contributed to elucidate the contribution of 
organic and inorganic acids to the acidity of the atmosphere 
of the city of Salvador. Among the organic acids determined 
in the atmosphere of Salvador, acetic acid was found in 
higher concentrations in most of the sites measured in both 
periods, while hydrochloric acid predominated in all sites 
among the strong inorganic acids. Considering the five acids 
measured in this study, it was estimated that the two organic 
acids contributed, on average, to 89% of the acidity of the 
city’s atmosphere (48% of acetic acid and 41% of formic 
acid), whereas the inorganic acids contributed, on average, 
with 6.5% of hydrochloric acid, 2.6% of sulfuric acid, and 
1.9% of nitric acid. The F/A ratios lower than 1 in most 
studied sites and the strong correlations between CO and the 
organic acids concentrations confirmed that the vehicular 
emissions in the city of Salvador are, predominantly, the 
source of these compounds. Pearson’s correlation analysis 
showed that all acids determined in this study were 
influenced by vehicle emissions. Important correlations 
were established among the studied acids, meteorological 

Table 4. Linear correlation matrix for four meteorological parameters, six criteria air pollutants and five studied acids 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

CO 1 1.00

O3 2 –0.22 1.00

PM10 3 0.32 0.03 1.00

NO 4 0.93 –0.43 0.49 1.00

NO2 5 0.87 –0.05 –0.07 0.64 1.00

WS 6 –0.39 0.91 0.20 –0.55 –0.25 1.00

T 7 –0.51 –0.32 0.23 –0.38 –0.56 0.09 1.00

RH 8 –0.87 0.55 –0.55 –0.97 –0.57 0.57 0.16 1.00

PPT 9 0.73 –0.37 –0.16 0.74 0.63 –0.70 –0.76 –0.61 1.00

SO2 10 0.79 0.03 0.72 0.85 0.45 –0.09 –0.46 –0.78 0.51 1.00

H3CCOOH 11 0.91 0.18 0.23 0.71 0.91 –0.03 –0.65 –0.61 0.58 0.73 1.00

HCOOH 12 0.76 0.37 0.29 0.50 0.83 0.26 –0.44 –0.45 0.26 0.60 0.93 1.00

HCl 13 0.68 0.37 0.54 0.49 0.66 0.37 –0.22 –0.47 0.05 0.65 0.83 0.95 1.00

HNO3 14 0.76 0.44 0.37 0.56 0.77 0.28 –0.58 –0.46 0.34 0.73 0.95 0.97 0.92 1.00

H2SO4 15 0.34 0.13 0.62 0.54 –0.06 –0.02 –0.45 –0.42 0.39 0.81 0.28 0.11 0.18 0.34 1.00

WS: wind speed; T: temperature; RH: relative humidity; PPT: precipitation; in bold: strong (0.60 ≤ | r | < 0.80) and very strong correlation (0.80 ≤ | r | < 1.0).
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parameters and criteria air pollutants in the atmosphere of 
this city through PCA and HCA.

Supplementary Information

Supplementary data are available free of charge at  
http://jbcs.sbq.org.br as PDF file.
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